One of the terms of reference published in 1992 (Acta Cryst. A48, 922-946) in the report of the (at that time) Ad Interim Commission on Aperiodic Crystals was 'to Platelet, {001 } pinacoid [0.064 (4) mm thick], { 111 } orthorhombic dipyramid [base: 0.618 (4) x 0.612 (4) mm]
co-operate with other Commissions of the IUCr in establishing adequate guidelines and standards for articles to be published in IUCr journals reporting structural investigations of aperiodic crystals and theoretical investigations of aperiodic patterns'. It was soon recognized by the Commission that the establishment of a checklist for the publication of incommensu-1" Final checklist accepted on 15 January 1996 by the Commission on Aperiodic Crystals, on 1 September 1994 by the Executive Committee and on 25 November 1994 by the Commission on Journals. rately modulated structures was perhaps the most urgent task. One of the first attempts to address the problem of publishing incommensurate structures was presented during a discussion organized in 1991 in Leikeitio, Spain, in a workshop dedicated to methods of structural analysis of modulated structures and quasicrystals. Since this meeting, the work of the Commission progressed interactively by numerous exchanges on the occasions of international meetings and mostly by electronic correspondence. The Checklist was accepted in 1994 by the Executive Committee of the IUCr. The opinion of the Commission on Journals was also requested and, following the comments of its members, the Checklist has been completed with an example of an incommensurate crystal structure illustrating each specific item that is required in the Checklist.
This list specifies the information to be given in papers reporting analyses of incommensurate modulated structures. In general, nomenclature should follow the suggestions given :-, International Tables for Crystallography (1992) , Vol. C, pp. 797-847. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers.
Crystal data
Chemical formula.
Formula weight.
Source of material.
Crystal shape and size.
If observed, mention the existence of crystal faces associated to incommensurate modulation vectors.
In this column, an example of an incommensurate structure is presented in order to illustrate the corresponding items required by the checklist. The structural data are taken from Acta Cryst. (1994) (1992) . Vol. C, pp. 797-847 (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers); de Wolff, Janner & Janssen (1981) . Acta Cryst. A37, 625-636] or equivalent description of the symmetry of the incommensurate modulated structure.
Set of generators of the superspace group in explicit form (choice of origin and setting). In the case of an alternative symmetry description, minimal mathematical information sufficient for deriving the implied symmetry restrictions on the atomic modulations.
Diffraction symmetry (Laue symmetry, systematic absences) and possible superspace group(s) compatible with it.
Unit-cell dimensions (cell parameters and volume) of the average lattice deduced from main reflections; number and 0 range of main reflections used for this measurement.
Independent modulation wave vector(s) q/ (with standard deviations) with which diffraction vectors are indexed in the form ha* +/do* + le* + ~ mi~ (a*, b*, c*: unit-cell parameters of the average lattice; h, k, l, mi: integers). For commensurately n~odulated structures described in the superspace formalism, the rational components of the modulation vector(s) should be given.
The superspace group as generated from the above symbol contains no inversion center that coincides with the origin. A transformation with t = t'-1/4 was therefore performed. The representative elements for the space group Abma can be obtained by disregarding the fourth coordinate. The superscripts enumerate the symmetry operations to identify the distances and angles that can be used in the structure description. The origin of the superspace group is on the inversion center. Standard reflections chosen (at least one reflection for each measured reflection class should be included) and their intensity variation during the measurement.
Thermal history of the sample(s). Temperature stability during the measurement.
Characteristics of diffuse scattering phenomena if any.
Refinement
Brief outline of the refinement method used. Computer programs employed.
Structure-factor calculation: analytical expression for the structure factor and all the modulation functions used. This information should be sufficient to reproduce the modulations of all the symmetry-equivalent atoms. Method and accuracy of numerical integration, if any. Freshly grown crystals at room temperature were heated once to the temperature of measurement. The temperature was estimated from the T dependence of the modulation vector q(T)
The average structure was solved first, followed by the incommensurate structure refinement. SHELX [Sheldrick (1978) The restrictions are calculated according to expressions u)'(t) -Ru~'[R44(t -ra) ] and T~(t) -RTU[R44(tra)]R', where /z and 2 denote the properties before and after the transformation, u is a vector of the displacive modulation functions, T the DWF tensor, R and R t the rotational part and its transpose of the standard space group and r, the internal coordinate translation 2 m .
Wyckoff notation: 4(a); site symmetry: (i)y/(1)y, atom:
Source of scattering factors.
Starting structural model. Parameters refined.
Scattering factors for neutral atoms taken from International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1974) , Vol. IV (Birmingham: Kynoch Press)
As starting parameters, the coordinates of the ~ phase at.room temperature [Peterson & WiUet (1972 3.1 6.8 6.5 11.9 0.91 80 0.17 (1) 5b 9.81 6.82 6.2 9.1 6.6 18.9 0.72 80 0.17 (1)
Not available
Isotropic extinction Cex t = 2.6 (2) /~co ~r --Fd(1 + lO-5CextF2/sinO) 1/4, F o versus F~ plots for the different reflection classes, or other plots for data and refinement quality assessment. F o plot   ,  ,  , , ,,,  ,  , • " ........ i ....... !--~~-i~-i ................. i ......... i::~,.,.w--"-:-.-i-?-i-~ -~. .............. ........ i ....... ! i-i i i i ................... ? f :-!-i i t ? i i ............... ......... ! ........ ; i i -i i ...... --7 ! ;;i i l ................ In the following selection, the refined parameters of Mn in model 5 are listed: Graphic representation of a selection of the modulation functions.
F~ vs
Discussion of experimental procedure (including method to measure density, discussion of absolute structure and justification of any unusually high R values or shift-to-e.s.d, ratios > 1.0).
Atomic modulation functions in x direction. The numbers given on the right-hand side of the graphs refer to the following atoms: 1 Mn; 2 CI1; 3 C12; 4 N; 5 C1; 6 C2 and 7 C3 °<,~, 0.4-] ,"" ....... "", 
Selected geometrical data
Average, minimum and maximum interatomic distances and other pertinent geometrical parameters.
Graphical representation of a selection of pertinent geometrical parameters along the internal coordinate(s).
If possible, comparison of the modulation with those in related compounds.
If possible, comparison with other phases, commensurate and incommensurate of the same compound: structure and space-group relations, atomic modulations.
In the material to be deposited, the list of structure factors should include their N-dimensional indexing (h, k, l, m I ..... m i .... ) Short selection of bond distances of model 5; day: average distance (]k), standard deviations are given in parentheses; dmi,: minimum distance; t/max: maximum distance; ,5: difference between max. and min. dav drain dma x .4 N--C1 1.48 (2) 1.47 1.50 0.03 C1--C2 1.45 (3) 1.39 1.52 0.13 CI--C2 1.52 (3) 
